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Being a structure composed entirely of paper pulp and jute rope for which

of the material. By repeating these tests on multiple specimens, statistical

physical and mechanical properties are unknown, it was essential for an

averages and deviations of these unknown mechanical properties were

experimental testing program of the assembled composite elements to be

established. The determined properties along with the statistical information

completed in order to understand the limits of the material within a built

were then used in establishing the safe in-situ deformations and strengths of

structure. As such, simple beam and column prototypes were created in

the material.

order to determine bending and compression strengths and stiffnesses

PROJECT DESCRIPTION
Pulp Pavilion represents the culmination of five
Force

years of experiments with material composites
using reclaimed paper.
Historically inapplicable to architectural structure
and considered disposable, paper exhibits unique
sculptural capabilities when recycled into pulp.
A production process was developed to exploit the
sculptural possibilites; using a blend of pulp, water

Deformation

and pigment, the mix was sprayed onto a three
dimensionally woven lattice of natural rope. Once
cured, the result was a rigid, self-supporting matrix
much lighter than materials of comparable strength.
The paper used in the Pavilion was diverted from
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the waste stream and is cheaply available almost

Finite Element
Analysis

In understanding the material properties experimentally, a full finite element

determine equal-stress membrane shapes was conducted to develop several

structural analysis model was created with experimentally-determined

overall geometry options for the installation. By experimenting analytically

mechanical properties, and the structure was then subjected to anticipated

with the geometry and thicknesses of the structure, we were able to determine

wind and human loading cases. A number of form-finding studies used to

acceptable values that could be used in the final construction.

Fabrication

By maintaining similar construction technique throughout the fabrication of the

anywhere in the world. Unlike fiberglass or carbon
fiber composites that are polymer based, the Pavilion
contained no toxic materials; it could be recycled or
composted after the two-week run of the Coachella
Music festival.
The Pavilion was an ideal shelter for the dry air, heat,
and intense sunlight of the desert. These climatic
factors also provided the ideal conditions for producing
the structure by enabling the pulp to dry very quickly
saving a significant amount of time compared to cooler,
more humid climates.
The pulp mixture was infused with colored pigment. In
the evening, colored lighting illuminated the surface of
the “trees” and a contrasting color emitted from within
the columns. A custom program controlled the 28

structure as was used during the construction of the prototype test specimens,
the mechanical properties of the material in the final structure were expected to

integrated fixtures. The program slowly cycled through

remain within the experimentally-predicted tested range.

the spectrum and varied the saturation.
Because this construction system has no known
precedent, it meant performing substantial material
testing. Empirical results were gathered from
small-scale experiments and extrapolated into design
criteria for the final form.
To our knowledge this is the first architectural
application of this material and process. As a
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construction system it holds tremendous potential
for temporary buildings in terms of lifecycle, costs,
availability of materials, structural efficiency and
aesthetics. With development it may be applicable
to permanent structures.
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Installation

Finally, at the conclusion of the event, prior to tear down of the structure, the

between the analytical model and the final physical structure. By capturing

overall structure was subjected to verification testing where shaking, vertical,

this information, material properties and macro-structural affects could be

and lateral loads were applied at various points, and deformations were

understood in finer detail which would assist in the design of future structures

recorded. This information was used to ultimately verify the agreement

of similar materiality.

